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SUMMARY

This month R&G Global Consultants officially opened a new office in Copenhagen, Denmark. The

boutique management consultancy specialized in supply chain management is expanding its

international footprint rapidly.

Christian Mertz, managing partner for France, Switzerland, Italy and Scandinavia: “After opening
new offices in Sao Paulo and Bangkok in 2015, we now respond to the needs of our Scandinavian
clients. With a second office in the Nordics (the other being in Lund, Sweden), we have more in-depth
knowledge of local markets and are able to operate more effective and more efficient.”

Faster, cheaper or better

Principal consultant in Copenhagen is David Engle. He works closely together with Padraic Dempsey,
R&Gs managing partner for Scandinavia in Lund. David has a broad experience across multiple
industries, including medical devices, chemical and engineering.

Padraic Dempsey: “David and I have been working in Operations ourselves for many years, We have
personally experienced the challenges that every COO has. It always comes down to the principal
process in any manufacturing company that has to become faster, cheaper or better. At R&G we work
closely together with our clients to implement all necessary changes.”

R&G Global Consultants
http://www.rnggc.com
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are able to operate more effective and more efficient."
— Christian Mertz, managing partner for France, Switzerland, Italy and Scandinavia

"It always comes down to the principal process in any manufacturing company that has to
become faster, cheaper or better."
— Padraic Dempsey, managing partner Scandinavia
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ABOUT R&G GLOBAL CONSULTANTS

R&G Global Consultants is the boutique business excellence company to accelerate your business results by
improving operational performance, optimising supply chains and implementing change.

In 2004, R&G was established by former GE’s Lean Sixma architect Piet van Abeelen . Since then over 70
consultants worldwide have successfully completed more than 700 programs and projects at 150+ major
companies in a variety of manufacturing industries, wholesale, retail and service businesses.

International offices:
Belgium | Brazil | China | Denmark | France | Germany | India | Netherlands (HQ) | Portugal | Spain | Sweden |
Switzerland | Thailand | UK | USA
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